Inspired by Japanese Raku ware with its rich colour variation and irresistible reactive glaze, the Japanese Impression MK2 series is made up of small format stick mosaics in a stack-bond pattern. Featuring 5 speckled colourways with a subtle antique edge, the Japanese Impression series is ideal for bathrooms, kitchens, features and splash backs.
The Japanese Impression MK2 Mosaics are produced using a centuries old technique using a reactive glaze. This glazing technique results in amazing coloration and movement within the tile that simply cannot be reproduced with traditional solid color glazes, the depth of color and movement is beautiful.

This technique is also sometimes called variegated or mottled glaze production.

These beautiful tiles are truly unique products to be valued for the unique variation not found in traditional glazed tiles.

**Product Specifications**

- Material: Porcelain
- Edge: Pressed
- Surface finish: Gloss
- Application: Wall
- Nominal Sizes: 284x298mm
- Shade variation: V2

**10 Year Warranty**

**Importante Note:** Due to the use of reactive glaze variations between shipments are normally greater than that found in normal tile production. It is very important that tiles are inspected prior to installation and accepted by the customer. No claims will be recognized for variation from any instore samples provided.
japanese impression mk1 stocked

- Japanese Impression MK1 Denim Sticks Mosaic 284x298mm
- Japanese Impression MK1 Jade Sticks Mosaic 284x298mm
- Japanese Impression MK1 Snow Sticks Mosaic 284x298mm

- Japanese Impression MK1 Moonlight Sticks Mosaic 284x298mm
- Japanese Impression MK1 Sky Sticks Mosaic 284x298mm

japanese impression mk2 stocked

- Japanese Impression MK2 Moonlight Sticks Mosaic 284x298mm
- Japanese Impression MK2 Sky Sticks Mosaic 284x298mm
mosaic installation guide

GENERAL
Dry lay your mosaic tiles prior to installation. Any quality issues should be brought to our attention prior to fixing. Delivered product may vary from showroom samples, fixing of the product constitutes as acceptance of the product. Please refer to National Tiles customer care instructions.

CUTTING
• Cut mosaics with a wet saw using a diamond blade. Cut mosaics slowly using multiple passes, increasing the depth with each pass.

ADHESIVE
• National Tiles recommends using Mapei Granirapid (White) Adhesive for Carrara Marble, White Marble, Blush and Ming Green Mosaics.
• National Tiles recommends using Mapei Granirapid (Grey) Adhesive for Basalt and Grey Mosaics.

SEALING
• Sealing of natural stone or marble is required, this will protect against staining. National Tiles recommends our Penetrating (water based) sealer be applied, prior to grouting.
• Apply a coat of penetrating sealer undiluted using a dry absorbent white cloth or lambswool applicator. Allow 30 – 45 minutes for the first coat to dry, then apply a second coat. Any sealer that does not penetrate the surface should be wiped off within 15 – 30 minutes of application using a dry absorbent cloth. It is important that no water comes into contact with the newly sealed tiles for at least 24 hours after application.

GROUTING
• Apply a premium grade thin-set mortar using a 4 mm V-notch trowel for small mosaics or 6 mm Square-notch trowel for large mosaics.
• Set tiles, apply pressure or tap the surfaces with a rubber grout float to ensure all tiles are bonded and aligned properly. Use a level periodically to check the grout joints.
• Mix and apply grout. For mosaic tiles with a metallic glaze finish use unsanded grout to prevent surface abrasion.
• Clean all excess grout immediately with a damp sponge.
• After 12 hours polish any remaining grout haze with a clean dry cloth.

CLEANING AND MAINTAINING MOSAICS
• Do not use abrasive cleaners or harsh chemicals.
• Use all-purpose cleaner recommended and safe for use on your mosaics.

DISCLAIMER
No claim will be accepted after installation of the product. All tiling must be undertaken in accordance to AS 3958.1 “Guide to the installation of ceramic tiles”.
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